Evaluation of saturation labelling two-dimensional difference gel electrophoresis fluorescent dyes.
Two-dimensional difference gel electrophoresis (2-D DIGE) enables an increased confidence in detection of protein differences. However, due to the nature of the minimal labelling where only approximately 5% of a given protein is labelled, spots cannot be directly excised for mass spectrometry (MS) analysis and detection sensitivity could be further enhanced. Amersham Biosciences have developed a second set of CyDye DIGE Cy 3 and Cy5 dyes, which aim to overcome these limitations through saturation-labelling of cysteine residues. The dyes were evaluated in relation to their sensitivity and dynamic range, their useability as multiplexing reagents and the possibility of direct spot picking from saturation-labelled gels for MS analysis. The saturation-labelling dyes were superior in sensitivity to their minimal-labelling counterparts, silver stain and Sypro Ruby, however, the resulting 2-D spot pattern was significantly altered from that of unlabelled or minimal-labelled protein. The dyes were found to be useful as multiplexing reagents although preferential labelling of proteins with one dye over another was observed but was controlled for through experimental design. Protein identities were successfully obtained from material directly excised from saturation-labelled gels eliminating the need for post-stained preparative gels.